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Nothing But Trouble
By Ashley Bostock

Nothing But Trouble Movie
Billionaire CEO Michael Vilander needed just one date. Creating a fake profile on his own matchmaking
website may not have been his brightest move. But then Sophia Baldwinâ€™s arresting face pops up on
his CHAT NOW feature. Not only is she gorgeous, but after spending half the night exchanging
messages with her, he finds her to be naive, innocent and way too sexy.
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Nothing But Trouble Twins
Twenty-four-year-old Sophia Baldwin is barely able to make ends meet. Caring for her sick grandmother
prevents her from having a normal lifeâ€”aspirations of attending college full-time to become a nurse
are on the back burnerâ€”but then she meets the charming and dazzling Clint on an online dating site.
When he asks her to the Denver Arts Foundationâ€™s Annual Valentineâ€™s Day Gala, sheâ€™s
confident things are looking up.
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Nothing But Trouble Cast
Once Sophia learns that her hot date is none other than website mogul Michael Vilander, sheâ€™s
definitely not mentioning her night job. Whatâ€™s a lie by omission anyway? After all, itâ€™s only one
dateâ€¦Until Michaelâ€™s ex flaunts her fancy engagement ring in Michaelâ€™s face and something
compels Sophia to announce her and Michaelâ€™s engagement. AKA, fake engagement. They agree on
one month to pretend theyâ€™re in love before all bets are off.
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Nothing But Trouble Lyrics
Pretending to be in love with a sweet and sexy billionaire, but not actually falling in love, ahem, how
hard could it be?
Pretty good. Few hot spots and yumminess.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I have read a lot of millionaire/billionaire stories over the years. Theyâ€™re like a classic tried-and-true
and theyâ€™re great for a never fail HEA.
This story is a familiar plot and the author did a great job developing story. Even adding the evil Ex was
a perfect twist.
But I had a hard time with the flow and the wording in some of the sections. The romantic connection
was just off a little bit and just didnâ€™t grab me for the all i

Pretty good. Few hot spots and

yumminess.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I have read a lot of millionaire/billionaire stories over the years. Theyâ€™re like a classic tried-and-true
and theyâ€™re great for a never fail HEA.
This story is a familiar plot and the author did a great job developing story. Even adding the evil Ex was
a perfect twist.
But I had a hard time with the flow and the wording in some of the sections. The romantic connection
was just off a little bit and just didnâ€™t grab me for the all in.
I really enjoyed the male lead character, Michael, but Sophia left me lagging. Maybe Iâ€™m just over the
whole b(m)illionaire and the virgin storyline. No matter the surrounding story, the basic plot is the
same.
One thing the author did very well was included a decent heat factor when the two finally got together.
Michael is a sweetie and has a certain level of yumm.
Overall, a pleasant and enjoyable story with a classic theme.
* copy received for review consideration
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Nothing But Trouble Tupac
I hate it when I request an ARC based on the blurb, thinking I'll love the book so much, but end up so
disappointed. Then I feel really guilty, feeling bad thinking about the author, having to read a review like
the one I'm going to write.
So, we have a self made billionaire (owner of a website like match.com or something) and a twenty-four
year old lady. (view spoiler)[She's a stripper and a virgin, saving money for her nursing school and taking
care of her sick grandma. (hide spoiler)]
He neede

I hate it when I request an ARC based on the blurb, thinking I'll love the book so much, but

end up so disappointed. Then I feel really guilty, feeling bad thinking about the author, having to read a
review like the one I'm going to write.
So, we have a self made billionaire (owner of a website like match.com or something) and a twenty-four
year old lady. (view spoiler)[She's a stripper and a virgin, saving money for her nursing school and taking
care of her sick grandma. (hide spoiler)]
He needed a date for a fancy gala, so he created a profile on his own matchmaking website and found
Sophie. If you read the blurb, you'll get that they decide to be in a fake engagement for a month.
This is the story. Now, here are my thoughts.
I would have love the story, if the hero wasn't so weak. He acts like this alpha dirty-talking billionaire
CEO, when he's in fact insecure (he thinks all women are after his money), severely damaged by his
ex-fiancee who left him at the altar and who doesn't kiss on the mouth. Pretty Woman much?
I simply hated all the unnecessary drama, the lack of development in their relationship (everyone
expects a fake relationship to turn into something real, but make me believe it!) and the fact that he
didn't treat our heroine well, but she got aroused by him looking her way or him getting hard when
arguing with his horrible ex. WTF, dude? Remember she broke your heart?
And don't get me started on the last chapter! I kinda liked the heroine up to that point, but she ruined
everything for me with her "self-awarded punishment".
That's about it. Again, I feel really bad about all this, but I couldn't find anything enjoyable about this
book. I would have loved to give it at least 3â˜….
"ARC provided through Netgalley in exchange for an honest review."
...more
Nothing But Trouble and myself did not get off to a good start. I am not sure if it was me or the read but
things soon changed for the better. Once I got further into Michael I as on cloud nine. He was sweet,
sexy, and had hints of being shy. He was no push over but he was not alpha, alpha. Sophie on the other
hand was not what I would call a match for Michael. This hand nothing to do with her status. It was
more the character bio. I did not find her to be really on the level. She was a bit hard
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Trouble and myself did not get off to a good start. I am not sure if it was me or the read but things soon
changed for the better. Once I got further into Michael I as on cloud nine. He was sweet, sexy, and had
hints of being shy. He was no push over but he was not alpha, alpha. Sophie on the other hand was not
what I would call a match for Michael. This hand nothing to do with her status. It was more the
character bio. I did not find her to be really on the level. She was a bit harder for me to connect with.
I personally think the virgin thing is over done and a bit blase. The sweet millionaire/billionaire I could
do all day long. He was the one thing that pulled this off. The read was okay. It would provide
entertainment. I will not take you over the top or have you flipping the pages because you just have to
get to the very next chapter or to the end. This was a tried and true scenario billionaire/millionaire and a
virgin. The difference was the execution of the story. Like I said it was an okay read.
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Nothing But Trouble Trailer
I have to admit the cover of this book doesn't do it for me as the guy looks bored and arrogant, not at all
as I imagined Michael to be as I read through the pages. What did draw me was the whole idea of a fake
relationship or in this case a fake engagement and the concept of online dating. I love those sorts of
stories and even better when they end like Cinderella fairytales. The other thing that I loved about
Ashley Bostock's book that set her aside from the other romance writers who write thi
I have to admit the cover of this book doesn't do it for me as the guy looks bored and arrogant, not at all
as I imagined Michael to be as I read through the pages. What did draw me was the whole idea of a fake
relationship or in this case a fake engagement and the concept of online dating. I love those sorts of
stories and even better when they end like Cinderella fairytales. The other thing that I loved about
Ashley Bostock's book that set her aside from the other romance writers who write this sort of story is
that she had her character suffer a couple of tragic moments. The book starts with Billionaire and
Matchmaking entrepreneur Michael V needing a date to the gala which happens to be on Valentines
Day. More so now that he has discovered the woman who left him at the altar and broke his heart will
be there. Michael sets up a fake profile and starts swiping until he finds someone who appears to be
real and genuine. That someone is Sophia Baldwin. Sophia is living with her grandmother whom is sick
and taking care of her as well as studying to be a nurse while she works as a stripper to help pay the
bills and her nana's medication. Her passion though is Art which we later see as she begins to also
volunteer at an Art shelter for kids. Sophia is trying her best to be something with the cards she has
been dealt. Michael and Sophia meet and click, and one thing leads to another, and a fake engagement
develops. Though of course, Michael has a vindictive ex Mia who sets out to sabotage their happiness.
When Michael discovers the truth about Sophia will he see her as a gold-digger like the rest of the
women he has been with or will he find out a deeper side of Sophia and the sweet, genuine woman she
is ?
Find out in Nothing But Trouble by Ashley Bostock. Though the majority of this is a sweet romance, you
may experience the need for eye-dabbing tissues.
...more
I was gifted an ARC for an honest review.
2.5*
This was a good concept, nothing really new and the h's job was cliche. I really liked the h for the most
part, she was a bit bruised by life but was not afraid to say what she thought. She was a bit gun shy later
in the book but you could understand her being a bit dubious given the differences between the h and
H.
The H - could not take to him. He was hurt years ago and when his ex reappears, rather than put her in
her place he entertained her ideas
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This was a good concept, nothing really new and the h's job was cliche. I really liked the h for the most
part, she was a bit bruised by life but was not afraid to say what she thought. She was a bit gun shy later
in the book but you could understand her being a bit dubious given the differences between the h and
H.
The H - could not take to him. He was hurt years ago and when his ex reappears, rather than put her in
her place he entertained her ideas (fantasizes about her too - shudder). Also, all his thoughts seem to
be centered around what he wanted to do with the h (you know what I mean), I never got the how he
actually felt.
It ends with a HFN, I see there are more books in the series so maybe we will see more of them and
maybe they will get their HEA. I may read the next one - depends on the blurb.
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Nothing But Trouble Judge
This story took a while to get going, which caused me to get a little bored. By the time Michael and
Sophia actually meet, I didn't really care. The story went downhill from there. I would never get back
with a man who judged me for what I needed to do to survive, which wasn't illegal, and didn't give me a
chance to explain.
I didn't like the Hero at all, the heroine was a bit too proud. I don't believe you have to tell anyone
everything about you when you are dating, but she still made it harder

This story took a while to get

going, which caused me to get a little bored. By the time Michael and Sophia actually meet, I didn't really
care. The story went downhill from there. I would never get back with a man who judged me for what I
needed to do to survive, which wasn't illegal, and didn't give me a chance to explain.
I didn't like the Hero at all, the heroine was a bit too proud. I don't believe you have to tell anyone
everything about you when you are dating, but she still made it harder for herself than needed.
I'm not sure I want to deal with reading the rest of the series. I will have to think about it.

...more

This is the first book I have read from this author and she blew my mind. I love my billionaire men but
this talented author exceeded all my expectations with Michael. This is the first book of the irresistible
billionaires series and what great start it was. I was hooked on this book right from the beginning. It
took me only a few hours to devour this book.
Michael Vilander needs a date for this annual gala he goes to every year. He is one of the top bachelors
in his city which finding a date s

This is the first book I have read from this author and she blew my

mind. I love my billionaire men but this talented author exceeded all my expectations with Michael. This
is the first book of the irresistible billionaires series and what great start it was. I was hooked on this
book right from the beginning. It took me only a few hours to devour this book.
Michael Vilander needs a date for this annual gala he goes to every year. He is one of the top bachelors
in his city which finding a date should be easy but not for him. Michael ends up making a fake profile on
his own website to see what would happen. He thought it was going nowhere until he sees her. Michael
is mesmerized by the beautiful Sophia Baldwin. She is gorgeous and also looks very innocent. He thinks
that she will be perfect for him for one night. Michael and Sophia talked to each other almost all night
and he is excited about this date. Sophia was in complete shock when she finds out that her date is the
handsome CEO of Together. She is having a great time until they run into his ex. Sophia stands up to
her but she tells everyone that they are engaged. Michael makes a deal with her for one month but will
this turn into something more?
I absolutely loved this book. The storyline has it all romance, humor, and drama. You will fall in love with
these characters right from the start. Michael is a beautiful man that has good heart but he has walls
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up. He doesnâ€™t want his heart to get broken again. Sophia is a beautiful woman that has to take care
of her sick grandmother. She has a connection to Michael but will he be able to except all of her? These
characters have some steamy scenes that will make your temperature rise. This talented author will
keep you at the edge of your seat until the end. I canâ€™t wait to see who this author will write about
next.
...more
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Nothing But Trouble Soundtrack
Nothing But Trouble is book one in the Irresistible Billionaires series by Ashley Bostock. I adore a good
billionaire romance and I can say this author produces some of the most memorable ones. The story
just flowed along, with many bumpy sections, many glorious sections, many tense sections, and endless
feelings of love, even when the chips were down.

Sophia is a character I admire. She did what she had to do. She loves with her whole being, and isn't
afraid to get dirty while doing what she nee

Nothing But Trouble is book one in the Irresistible

Billionaires series by Ashley Bostock. I adore a good billionaire romance and I can say this author
produces some of the most memorable ones. The story just flowed along, with many bumpy sections,
many glorious sections, many tense sections, and endless feelings of love, even when the chips were
down.

Sophia is a character I admire. She did what she had to do. She loves with her whole being, and isn't
afraid to get dirty while doing what she needs to do. She didn't have a lot of choices, but she accepted
her lot in life, gor on with it, and dreamed for the future. No way did she accept that she didn't have
option. She just had to bide her time. Her heart was huge, and she just would not cave and wallow. She
would rise and be who she wanted one day.

Michael was a mega rich man who had it all. Even things he didn't want. Like shallow people trying to
gain a free ride. He just wanted to find the â€œoneâ€•. When he was Â burnt too many times, he
decided to take what he needed and leave the emotional stuff to others. Not his angle, anymore. When
he meets Sophia, he is a little blindsided. From her looks, her manner, her gentleness, and her
innocence. Funny events occurred, and before he knew it, he had a fiancee!! Getting to know these two
getting to know each other was enlightening and sweet. But secrets are revealled and their foundation
shaken to the core.

Nothing But Trouble was a complete and dramatic romance. It had so much, and the author delicately
unveiled each snippet so achingly alluring, I was hanging off every word. So addictive. So tantalising.
Reading this story was unforgettable enjoyment. 5 stars.
...more
5 Stars
Nothing But Trouble is the first book in the Irresistible Billionaire Series by the wonderfully talented
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Ashley Bostock. It is such a fantastic, steamy contemporary/billionaire romance with a
â€˜fake-engagementâ€™, and a bit of a modern â€˜Cinderellaâ€™ story feel to the whole thing- which I
really loved. It is an incredibly sexy and erotic story with scorching details that sizzled right off the
pages.
Michael Vilander is the thirty-three year old self-made billionaire, founder and CEO of the lar

5 Stars

Nothing But Trouble is the first book in the Irresistible Billionaire Series by the wonderfully talented
Ashley Bostock. It is such a fantastic, steamy contemporary/billionaire romance with a
â€˜fake-engagementâ€™, and a bit of a modern â€˜Cinderellaâ€™ story feel to the whole thing- which I
really loved. It is an incredibly sexy and erotic story with scorching details that sizzled right off the
pages.
Michael Vilander is the thirty-three year old self-made billionaire, founder and CEO of the largest and
most successful matchmaking website, TOGETHER.com. He desperately needs a date for a Gala he is
obliged to attend, and because of his â€˜two-dateâ€™ policy he is having trouble finding someone
suitable. He decides to create a â€˜fake profileâ€™ on his own site to see if he has any luck. When one
particular â€˜matchâ€™ catches his eye, he contacts her, and they spend a fun night chatting back and
forth. He asks her if she would attend the gala with him, and she agrees- and so starts this captivating
story. But what he doesnâ€™t know is that Sophia has a pretty big secret, one that could change
everything- so what happens when he finds out what it is? Then add a nasty, conniving ex into the mixand the story really gets interesting!
The story is fantastic, and I loved following Michael and Sophia through the story. They are wonderful
characters who were really well developed, complex and very endearing)- which made the journey even
more addictive.
The story is told from a duel POV; it has a great pace and flows smoothly. It was very easy to read, and I
flew through it in one sitting.
Now I canâ€™t wait to read more of this series!

Thank you, Ms. Bostock!
...more
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Nothing But Trouble Bobo
Really enjoyed this New series by Ashley Bostock.
I thought the characters, Michael and Sophia were fun, the book had me totally invested, eager to see
how they navigated their way through their fake relationship, to getting to know each other including
finding out secrets.
I loved the Matchmaker premise and there were some LOL moments, but on the whole, they both got
on very well, evoking feelings in each other that they both were not expecting.
I loved how they both had great affection towards

Really enjoyed this New series by Ashley Bostock.

I thought the characters, Michael and Sophia were fun, the book had me totally invested, eager to see
how they navigated their way through their fake relationship, to getting to know each other including
finding out secrets.
I loved the Matchmaker premise and there were some LOL moments, but on the whole, they both got
on very well, evoking feelings in each other that they both were not expecting.
I loved how they both had great affection towards their grandmas that gave them a feeling of realism.
Michael's horrible ex Mindy was rotten to the core, and I was glad when Sophia put her firmly in her
place.
They both were sort of loners but it was great to go with them as they worked through their own issues.

They had amazing chemistry, and I loved their banter, especially whilst volunteering as the Art center.
For a rich billionaire Michael wasn't a stuck up privileged man, he had earned every cent, he was
thoughtful, a family man jaded from love because of his ex's actions.
Sophia was a sweet innocent young lady, working to save for her degree and was doing a fab job!
I loved that the CEO of the Matchmaking company was open to using the resources at his fingertips
even if he did put big stipulations on everything.
Can't wait to get to meet the rest of the guys

...more

Light, easy, fun and quick read. The story follows billionaire CEO Michael Vilander who has been burned
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once in a relationship (literally left at the alter), by a money grabbing user, he swears never to let
anyone get close to him again. He has a two date max rule. However he needs a date for a fundraiser,
but he decides heâ€™ll seek someone out on his dating website, enter Sophia Baldwin, sweet,
hardworking and compassionate. Sophia looks after her ailing grandma, works nights and also
volunteers

Light, easy, fun and quick read. The story follows billionaire CEO Michael Vilander who has

been burned once in a relationship (literally left at the alter), by a money grabbing user, he swears never
to let anyone get close to him again. He has a two date max rule. However he needs a date for a
fundraiser, but he decides heâ€™ll seek someone out on his dating website, enter Sophia Baldwin,
sweet, hardworking and compassionate. Sophia looks after her ailing grandma, works nights and also
volunteers in her spare time, all while saving up money to pay for her grandmaâ€™s meds and her own
nursing course fees. The story had lots of potential, very much modern day Cinderella, it did however
feel a little stilted in places and very cliched, the end came rather abruptly. I received an advanced copy
of this book from the publisher. This is my honest review.
...more
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